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mayuri is a very short-tempered man who frequently loses his temper, especially when people try to manipulate him. though most of his decisions are to the contrary, he usually has good intentions, though not always. his shinigami rangiku matsumoto, who was
one of the very few people who did not despise him, once said that mayuri always acted as if he was half-asleep. as a result of his lack of sleep, his actions are somewhat questionable and impulsive, and he is very rash. though he usually acts like a cold-blooded

monster, he has an intense affection for nemu. he is very passionate about the art of soul-stealing; he is known to stalk his opponents to learn their soul and steal their soul as a trophy. despite this, he is a deeply caring man. he is also a bit of a womanizer, and has
a tendency to obsess over attractive women, and would resort to using his bankai to win their affections. [28] he also seems to have a tendency to become obsessed over the wife of his former partner kisuke urahara. this happens after his wife ichigo kurosaki is
taken away from him. mayuri, in the story-arc where he fought kisuke, eventually forgives him for his betrayal, and in the following fight mayuri uses his bankai to steal his opponent's 'best' weapon, and then gives it back. mayuri then uses the same weapon to

defeat kisuke, whose wife makes her way to mayuri and hugs him. he notes that he is his "best weapon". this sets up the story arc, "the seventh of seven days", where mayuri begins to obsess over his friends, and begins his search for the 7th kanji from the 'japari'
kanji code. he begins his search on the 7th day of the seventh week of 7 years after his fight with kisuke.
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when he has finished, mayuri notes he is a lot more powerful than he used to be. he then notices a hand reaching towards him, and checks what it is holding. he is surprised to find that it is his bankai. mayuri comments that he had hoped it would come to this and
activates it. the bankai appears as a fully functional state and a spherical being with an empty eye is shown floating above the bankai. [105] mayuri is shown to be on a small island in a lake with a fiery volcano in the background. he is wearing his hirenkyaku shoes.

he informs his assistant nemuri that he is tired of having to hide from the rest of the world and that he wishes to take the fight to them. he goes on to say that he has also modified his hirenkyaku shoes to be able to use them without the need for handkerchiefs.
mayuri then throws his hirenkyaku shoes into the volcano, causing a sudden eruption. [103] he then dives into the volcano, leaving the fiery island behind him as he is swallowed by the roaring fire. [103] mayuri emerges from the volcano and is greeted by several

clones of himself, nemuri, and dan. mayuri states that he is here to show the world that he is also one of them, but dan states that he does not believe him. mayuri then uses his bankai to remove the clones from his memories and to erase the memories of those he
encounters. [106] mayuri then fights dan, who is still not convinced that mayuri is one of them. mayuri recalls his last battle with dan and notes he is no match for him now. however, as dan begins to attack, mayuri notes he can sense dan's fear and attempts to use

this against him. however, the clone of dan who is fighting him begins to battle with him and mayuri attempts to use the clone's fear against him as well, but is too late as dan overwhelms his clone with powerful attacks. after the battle, mayuri is surprised to find
that the clone of dan has not been destroyed. he notes that he is not the type to kill another espada, but attacks the clone anyway. however, the clone simply destroys mayuri's bankai, leaving mayuri in its original state. mayuri begins to panic, but is relieved to

hear nemuri's voiceover [107] that she has not been affected by the clone's power and that he is still the same. [108] 5ec8ef588b
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